Migrate Your Virtual
Machines to Google
Cloud
Drive Your Digital Transformation with Google Cloud

Choose Appsbroker for a seamless, risk-free VM migration to Google Cloud
Migrating your VMs to the cloud is no easy task. As a
certiﬁed Google Cloud partner, we specialise in assessing
customer workloads, identifying the right migration
strategy that aligns with IT and business needs, and
migrating VMs to the Cloud on time and to budget.
Organisations are looking to migrate to the cloud to
enable accelerated innovation, faster decision making,
improved UX and access to emerging technologies beside driving infrastructure performance and operational
eﬃciency.
Working exclusively on Google Cloud allows us to build
Cloud migration frameworks, migration patterns, TCO
assessment models, automated landing zones, and
accelerators exclusively for VM migrations to Google
Cloud. This enables a seamless migration to the Cloud
with little to no downtime.

As a Google Managed Service Provider (MSP) with more
than 200 certiﬁcations, we provide our customers with
the certainty of engaging with a qualiﬁed and thoroughly
vetted Google Partner.
Our Infrastructure Modernisation team consists of highly
experienced Google Cloud specialists with extensive
experience in infrastructure modernization and large
scale data centre migrations
Google Cloud Platform is a market leader in
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Leverage Google
Cloud’s advanced low-cost enterprise performance,
layered in-depth defence, and reliable ecosystem to drive
innovation to the forefront while remaining
cost-effective with per minute billing and automatic
discounts for sustained use.
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Use our Cloud TCO Assessment for an automated inventory analysis, and an in depth cost analysis to
build a compelling business case for VM migration to cloud.
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Our Automated Landing zones helps build a strong Google Cloud foundation rapidly, in a matter of
hours instead of weeks.
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Extensive experience managing large scale VM migrations to cloud.
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Award winning and Google Managed Service Provider (MSP) providing certainty of quality, ability and
outcomes at lowest possible risk
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Open, knowledge sharing culture with ﬂexible engagement and commercial models, ensuring our
engagement is shaped to ﬁt your speciﬁc and evolving requirements

Infrastructure Modernisation at Appsbroker
Migration Strategy

Cloud Cost Assessment

Automated Landing Zones

Establish the ‘right ﬁt’ VM
migration strategy that aligns
with your business and IT
needs. Leverage Appsbroker
accelerators to deﬁne a
customer tailored migration
strategy to minimise risk and
accelerate cloud beneﬁts.

Automate customer inventory
analysis to enable compelling
business case for cloud
migration. Establish side by side
cost comparison of Google Cloud
versus on-premise and other
cloud providers.

Appsbroker automated landing
zones to help establish a
strong Google Cloud
foundation rapidly, in a matter
of hours instead of weeks.

VM Migration

VMWare as a Service

Drive large-scale VM
migrations to Google Cloud
seamlessly with little to no
downtime.
Use Appsbroker accelerators
to accelerate, discover, assess,
plan and migrate VMs to
Google Cloud for rehost (lift
and shift), replatform, refactor
and modernise scenarios.

Move your VMWare-based
environments to Google Cloud
without major modiﬁcations.
Provision your VMWare
environment in Google Cloud in
minutes while maintaining
business continuity and
leveraging the power of cloud.

Migrate your VMs to Google Cloud in 3 simple steps:

Step 1 - Cost it, Now!

Step 2 - Trial it, Now!

Step 3 - Migrate it, Now!

Want to know how to get going on the Three Easy Steps to migrate your VMs to
Google cloud, visit our website: https://info.appsbroker.com/ or contact our team:
Jeremy Lloyd

Krishna Vuduthalapalli

Infrastructure Architect

Infrastructure Architect

+44 7921214178

+44 7776175000

jez.lloyd@appsbroker.com

krishna.vuduthalapalli@appsbroker.com

